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Ito’s definition of the stochastic integral with respect to a Wiener process in the 
dual of a nuclear space is simplified and slightly generalized. This definition yields 
a completely intrinsic description of the class of random, operator-valued 
integrands. For a large class of spaces (e.g. for Schwartz distribution spaces) any 
time-inhomogeneous Wiener process is proved to have a representation as the 
stochastic integral with respect to a homogeneous (standard) Wiener process. A 
relation between this definition of stochastic integral and the notion of isometric 
integral in Hilbert spaces, defined by Metivier, is established. 0 1989 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
1. 1NTRoDucTr0~ 
The need to develop stochastic analysis in spaces of distributions or, 
more generally, in the duals of nuclear spaces, arose naturally, as more and 
more mathematical models describing various phenomena in chemistry, 
biology, and physics were being constructed, in which the appropriate state 
spaces turned out to be spaces of distributions (cf., e.g., [4-7, 131). More 
precisely, partial differential equations with random components of the 
white noise type, as well as fluctuation limits of infinite particle systems 
lead to stochastic equations in such spaces, and stochastic equations are, of 
course, closely related to the notion of stochastic integral. 
We present a detailed construction and discuss some properties and 
applications of the stochastic integral of an operator valued process with 
respect to a @‘-valued time homogeneous generalized Wiener process, Q, 
being a nuclear space. This is a simplification and a slight generalization of 
Ito’s approach, as described in [a]. In our opinion, that approach has 
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some advantages in comparison with other definitions (cf. [9, 12, 133): the 
integrands are quite general and, what is even more important, their class 
is explicitly intrinsically specified, and the obtained integral is “isometric.” 
“Intrinsically” means that neither the class of integrands nor the integral 
itself depend on the particular choice of a Hilbert space in which the 
Wiener process lives. In Section 2 we introduce notations and recall some 
notions and facts used in the sequel. Section 3 contains the construction of 
the integral. As an application, in Section 4 we show that if @ is barrelled 
then each generalized, i.e., not necessarily time homogeneous, @‘-valued 
Wiener process considered in [l] can be represented as the stochastic 
integral with respect to a homogeneous Wiener process. This result seems 
interesting since, unlike the Hilbert space, in a space as Sp’ there exists a 
standard Wiener process, and Theorem 4.2 implies that any other 
generalized Wiener process is equivalent to an integral transformation of 
the standard one. Since the topology of a nuclear space is multi-Hilbertian, 
the notion of the stochastic integral in the dual of such space reduces itself 
to an integral in a Hilbert space. It is natural to ask about a relationship 
between this integral and the isometric stochastic integral in Hilbert space, 
defined by Metivier (see, e.g., [lo]). In Section 5 we prove that these two 
notions coincide. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A separable seminorm p on a vector space @ is called Hilbertian (H- 
seminorm) if p has the form p(f) = Jp(f,f), where p( ., .) is a symmetric, 
non-negative definite, bilinear functional on @ x CD. Then @/ker p is a 
normed (pre-Hilbert) space with the norm p and the inner product p( -, .) 
induced by p in the obvious way (for simplicity we will denote the norm 
P by P). 
By kp we denote the canonical mapping @ + @/ker p, i.e., k,(f) = [f],. 
Sometimes we treat an f~ @ as an element of @/ker p if there is no risk of 
confusion. 
The p-completion of @/ker p is a separable Hilbert space, denoted by 
@,,, and its dual @L is Hilbert with the norm p’(5) = sup{<(f): p(f) < l}. 
The space @b is clearly the dual space of @/ker p as well. 
Let p, q be H-seminorms on @. The seminorm p is said to be bounded 
by q, written p< q, if the identity mapping Id: (@, q) + (@, p) is con- 
tinuous. For p < q we have the canonical continuous mapping 
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being the extension of the mapping [f], + [flp, for fE @. The conjugate 
mapping 
i,,:G$+@~ (2.2) 
is a continuous imbedding. Analogously, if @ is a locally convex topologi- 
cal vector space, @’ denotes its strong dual, and p is a continuous semi- 
norm on @, then the mapping 
conjugate to k,, is a continuous imbedding. 
We say that p is Hilbert-Schmidt bounded by q, written 
if p < q and k, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
Being a Hilbert space, QP is isometric to @I, under the bijection 
up : OP + CD;, defined by 
a,(f) = ~(f, .I. (2.3) 
Let !P be another vector space, and u be an H-seminorm on Y. As usual, 
by P’(@L, @i:) (resp. &(@L, YQ) we denote the space of all linear, boun- 
ded (resp. Hilbert-Schmidt) operators from @L into YL. 
If A is a linear operator from @I, into YU then 
[lAllpU := the operator norm of A, 
lAlpu := the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of A. 
(2.4) 
These norms are assumed to be cc if A is not bounded (resp. if A is not 
Hilbert-Schmidt.) 
Suppose we are given a multi-Hilbertian space (@, r), i.e., a locally 
convex topological vector space @, with topology generated by a family r 
of H-seminorms. Its strong dual will be denoted by @: or @‘. 
Let (C&F, P) be a complete probability space. By a @‘-valued random 
variable we mean a function from 52 into @’ which is (9, &JK(@‘)) 
measurable, where gK(@‘) is the a-algebra generated by the half-spaces 
(5@‘:5(f)Ga}, a E R, f E @. A @:-valued random variable is said to be 
a-concentrated if there exists a countably Hilbertian topology 8, weaker 
than r, such that P(XE Cph) = 1. 
By a @‘-valud stochastic process we mean a family of o-concentrated 
random variables. 
The following version of regularization theorem will play an essential 
role (cf. [8, Theorem 2.3.21): 
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2.1. THEOREM. Let (CD, z), (J&P, P) be as above. Assume that 
K@+LO(IR,F,P). I’ ts mear and it is continous with respect to the topology 
generated by the family of seminorms Z(z) := {p: p is an H-seminorm on Q, 
and 3 a z-continuous H-seminorm q such that piHs q}. Then there exists a 
unique (in the natural sense) o-concentrated @i-valued random variable Y, , 
such that Y(f)= Y,(f) a.s. forfE@. 
Let us recall that a multi-Hilbertian space (CD, 7) is called nuclear if for 
each z-continuous H-seminorm p there exists a r-continuous H-seminorm 
q such that p <ns q. In other words, if Z(7) = 7. 
Let (0,~) be a nuclear space. Following Ito [8], we adopt his definition 
of a @‘-valued Wiener process: 
2.2. DEFINITION. A @‘-valued, continuous stochastic process W= 
{ W,: t E R, > is called (centered, time-homogeneous) Wiener process, if it 
has stationary, independent increments, W, = 0, and E( W,(f )) = 0 for 
fg@, teR+. 
2.3. THEOREM [8]. Zf W is a @‘-valued Wiener process then 
IW,(f):f@, teR+l is a centered Gaussian system, with the distribution 
determined by a continuous H-seminorm p, such that 
E( W,(f ))2 = tp2(f )T fE@, tER+. (2.5) 
Moreover, for each H-seminorm q such that p IHS q, the process W has a 
modification with continuous trajectories in CD;. 
We denote by $ the P-completion of the a-algebra on Q, generated by 
{W,(f):s<t,fd}. 
Given a Hilbert space H, we denote by &L(H) the (Hilbert) space of 
square integrable martingales w.r.t filtration ($),sR+, and by M%(H), its 
closed subspace, consisting of continuous martingales. 
3. STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL WITH RESPECT TO A @'-VALUED WIENER PROCESS 
Throughout this section it is assumed that we are given a nuclear space 
@, a multi-Hilbertian space Y, and a @‘-valued Wiener process W, 
associated to an H-seminorm p by means of formula (2.5). We shall need 
the following three classes of processes of linear operators: 
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3.1. DEFINITION. Let u be a continuous H-seminorm on Y. 
&r(p, U) := the vector space of simple processes of the form 
xc f z~x]Sj,t,]Aj~ (3.1) 
j=l 
where m E N, 0 < sj -c tj, Fj E Ss, Aj E &(@b, @:) for j = 1, . . . . m. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let u be as above. A*@, U) := the vector space of 
(equivalence classes of) predictable processes X such that X,(w) is a linear 
operator from 0; into YU for t E R + , w  E X2, and 
(3.2) 
is finite (see (2.4)). 
3.3. DEFINITION. A process X is said to belong to n2(p) if 
(a) X,(o) is a linear continuous operator from @b into Y’, for 
tcR,, WGSZ; 
(b) X is progressively measurable, i.e., for every (t, <, g) E R + x 
@b x Y the map [0, t] x IR + R defined by (s, o) + (X,(w)s)(g) is 
(9J( [0, t]) 0 e;, B(R)) measurable; 
(c) there exist a sequence (u,), of continuous H-seminorm on Y and 
a sequence ($,), of (%)t-stopping times such that 9, /’ cc and 
(3.3) 
for nrzN. 
Condition (3.3) of course implies that for P-almost each w, for Lebesgue- 
almost every SE [0, $,I, it holds that X,(o) E &(@L, !Q. 
Our aim is to define a stochastic integral jh X, dW, for XE n*(p). First 
we consider an XE gI(p, U) for some U. We may assume that X has the 
form given by (3.1), where additionally, for i # j, 
]Sj, tj] n ]~i, ti] # @ * ]Sj, tj] = ]Si, Ii] and Fin R’,. = 0. (3.4) 
Despite the simple form of X, there is a difficulty to overcome, since Aj is 
defined on @L, and W in general takes values in a space bigger than @L; 
so in order to have the right to write J XdW in the “obvious” form we 
must properly define Aj( W, - W,). This is done in Ito’s paper [a}, and we 
repeat his argument here for the sake of completeness. 
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Equality (2.5) clearly implies that W, is a linear continuous operator 
from (0, p) into L2(Q 9, P) (t E R, ), so it can be uniquely extended to 
an operator W,: QP --f L2(s1, 9, P). Fix a j < m. Identifying a Hilbert space 
with its second dual we have Al: ul, + Qp, where Ai is, of course, the 
conjugate of Aj. Thus, we have a well-defined operator W,AJ: 
YU + L2(Q, .9, P). On the other hand, for each < E @L, g E W,, 
(Aj5)(g) = 5fAig) (3.5) 
by definition, hence we see that it is reasonable to define 
CAj wO(g) := Wt(Ajg) for gEY,,, tER,. (3.6) 
So far, Aj W, is a linear continuous operator from YU into L2(Q, 9, P) 
(continuity follows from the estimation: 
E((Aj wt)(g))2 = E( Wl(Ajg))2 = tP2(A’g) G t llAjl12 u2(g))* (3.7) 
Let {d,}, be an orthonormal basis (ONB) in (Y, u). We have 
f, E(A, W,(d,))2 = f tp2(A; d,) = t IA;1 & = t IAj& < 00. (3.8) 
fl=l 
Now, it is easy to see (cf. [8, Proposition 2.8.11) that (3.7), (3.8), and 
Theorem 2.1 imply the existence of a unique version of Aj W, which is a 
YX-random variable. We will denote this version again by Aj W,. 
3.4. DEFINITION. For X~&r(p, u), of the form (3.1), and for t 20 we 
define 
J *xsdW,:= 0 f ZQAj(W,,,- W,,,,), j=l (3.9) 
where Aj(Wg,t-W+,t ) is meant in the sense explained above. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let u be a fixed continuous H-seminorm on CD. The 
map 
.z:x+jxdw (3.10) 
is a linear isometry from gl(p, u), with the norm (1. Iln defined by (3.2), into 
“M&y Iv;). 
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Proof. Let X have the form (3.1) satisfying (3.4). It is clear that J(X) is 
a martingale, since we have for s c t: 
To see that J(X) is continuous it is enough to prove that 
Z := Aj( W, A - Wsj h ) has a continuous modification in YL. By (3.6), Z 
is a centered Gaussian YI-valued process with variance EZ,(g)2 = 
(tj A t-sj A t)2p2(Ajg). Define r(g) :=p(Aig). (3.8) implies that rxHS u, 
so we can apply known estimations of moments of Gaussian distribution 
(cf. [S, Theorem 2.7.31) and obtain 
Eu’(ZJ4 < c(Eu’(z,)2)2 < c(tj A t - sj A t)2 IAil;,. 
Hence, by the Kolmogorov theorem on continuous version, we can find a 
u’-continuous modification of Z. Recall that IIJ(X)~~>Z,(~~) = Eu’(J,(X))‘. 
In order to calculate this norm let us first observe that by (3.9) and (3.5) 
we have for any g E Y,: 
w,(w(g))* = E ( f ZFJ K, - W&$(d) ) 
2 
j= 1 
= f mpK, - K,Kqd))2 
j=l 
= i P(Fj)(tj-Sj)p’(AJg)* (3.11) 
j= 1 
Let {d,}, be an ONB in Yy,. By (3.11) and by 
have 
the Parseval equality we 
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On the other hand, let (., .)ns denote the inner product determined by 
the H-norm / .Ip,, on &(@,, YJ and let E~=Z~~,~~,‘,,. Then (see (3.2)) 
= 
f ( 
,” E f E; lAjl&+ 1 EiCj(Ai, A/)HS dS 
j=l i#j ) 
cjF, P(f”)(tj-Sj) lAjliu* 
by (3.4). Thus we have shown that Eu’(J,(X))*= \lXjl’,, and the proof of 
the proposition is complete. 1 
3.6. LEMMA. .4*(p, u) is the closure of ~&(p, u) in the norm 11. II,,. 
Proof: This lemma follows by a standard argument from the fact that 
A*(p, U) is a Hilbert space of the form L2,(Q x R,, a(O), A), where 
G := dz;(@L, YV:) is a separable Hilbert space, 1 is a o-finite measure, and 
(5 is the (closed under finite intersections) class of all sets of the form 
Fx]s, t], FE& or Fx {0}, FE& (cf., e.g., [2, Theorem 4.611). 1 
Definition 3.4, Proposition 3.5, and Lemma 3.6 immediately give the 
following theorem. 
3.7. THEOREM. The mapping J defined by (3.10) can be uniquely extended 
to a linear isometry from A*(p, u) into .Nz( YU:). 
3.8. DEFINITION. For each XeA*(p, u), 
I ’ X, dW, := J,(X), 0 
where J is the isometry given by Theorem 3.7. 
3.9. COROLLARY. For each XE A*(p, u) and ge Y,,, 
E(J,G-NgN* = E 1’ p*W: g) ds. 
0 
Proof. The equality follows from the construction of J and from 
(3.11). 1 
The space ?YU: being continuously imbedded into P, we see that for 
XE A*(p, u) the stochastic integral J(X) is a continuous process in Y’. 
There is still one more detail to be clarified: 
683/31/l-4 
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If XE A*(p, u) then j XdW apparently depends on u; it can happen that 
XE ,4’( p, ui ) for another continuous H-seminorm u1 , and we have 
“another” stochastic integral corresponding to this ui. To make Definition 
3.8 satisfactory, it should be proved that these two integrals in fact coin- 
cide, i.e., that the stochastic integral depends only on X It is actually so, 
and to see this, let us (for the moment only) denote by J”(X) the process 
(in Y’) given by Theorem 3.7, for an XEA~(~, u). 
3.10. PROPOSITION. Let u, u1 be continuous H-seminorms on Y. 
(a) If XC A2(p, u) and u< u, then XE A’@, ul). 
(b) Z~XE .42(p, u) n A’@, u,) then 
J”(X) = J”‘(X). (3.12) 
Proof: (a) With no loss of generality we may assume that 
u(g) < u,(g) for each g E Y. It holds that YU:, c YL,, so X(o): @‘;, + PI,. 
Moreover, we have 
hence 
therefore XE A2(p, ul). 
(b) Is clear that, by (a), we may assume that u<u,. First assume 
that X= CJ’= 1 Z+ ls,,l/l , A.Ec$(~, u). Then Aje9J2(@;, Y’:) by (3.13) 
(j= 1, . . . . m), and XE &i(p, ur). It sufhces to show that J;(X) = J;‘(X) a.s. 
for each t 2 0, and to this end it is enough to prove that 
Aj(Wt,.*- w~,~t )k g) = Lu,(Aj( W,, ht - Ws, h ,))(k., g) (3.15) 
a.s. for each g E Y, j = 1, . . . . m (see Preliminaries). But. 
so (3.15) follows from (3.6). 
NOW, let XeA2(p, u) ( cA2(p, u,)). By Lemma 3.6 there exists a 
sequence (Y,),, Y,Ec&(~,u) (c~?,(p,u,)) such that Y,+X in n2(p,u), 
as n+ co. By (3.14) Y,-+X in n2(p, u,), too. We have shown that 
.Z”( Y,) = .Z”l( Y,) for n EN, on the other hand, J”( Y,) + J”(X) in &‘,( YL), 
and J”‘(Y,) +J”‘(X) in AL(Y&) by Theorem 3.7. This proves (3.12), 
since 24; < 24’. 1 
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In what follows we adopt the usual notation for a process Y stopped at 
a random time 9: Y;‘= Y, h a- 
3.11. PROPOSITION. Let XE A’(p, u) and let 9 be a stopping time. Then 
(/XdW)‘=jZLR,,XdW. 
Pro05 This formula can be proved directly but it is also an immediate 
consequence of the fact, proved in Section 5, that the stochastic integral in 
the sense of Definition 3.8 coincides with the usual isometric stochastic 
integral (i.e., as defined by Metivier, e.g., in [lo]) in’ an appropriate Hilbert 
space. 1 
Now we are ready to define a stochastic integral for processes from the 
class n2(p) (see Definition 3.3). 
3.12. THEOREM. Let XE A2(p). There exists a unique continuous 
Y-valued process J(X) (written also 1 X dW) such that for any sequences 
(u,),, (%A satisfving (3.3) 
JG? = 1 Z,,,,XdW (3.16) 
for n E N. 
Proof The integral at the right-hand side of (3.16) is well defined since 
Zco,s., XE A2(p, u,). (More precisely, the progressive measurability of X 
implies in a known manner (see, e.g., [lo]) that there exists a process in 
A2(p, u,) equivalent to Z,,,,,X in the sense of A2(p, u,)). 
Next, Propositions 3.10 and 3.11 imply that if m 2 n then 
(1 
8” 
Z,o,%JXdW = 
> 1 
zl,%,lc.,~,Xdw=II,,,,XdW. 
(Observe that Proposition 3.10 has actually been used here!) Thus we see 
that J(X) is well defined by the telescoping procedure. J(X) is continuous 
in Y’ since j ZcO,s., X dW is continuous in Y’:. on [0, a,], for n E N. There 
is also no problem in proving that J(X) does not depend on the choice of 
(u,),, (9,),. @deed, let (ii,),, (g,),, be other sequences such that (3.3) 
holds. Define 3, = 9, A g,, and let b, be a continuous H-seminorm in r 
such that u, < b,, P, < d, for n E N, and (b,), is increasing. Let J, 3, 7 
denote the stochastic integrals corresponding, respectively, to (u,, 9,), 
(ii,, s,,), (z,, 3,). Again by Propositions 3.10 and 3.11, we have 
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and, analogously, fa = 7% Hence J= 2 since 3, /” co. The proof is 
complete. 1 
It is easy to see that the stochastic integral defined in Theorem 3.12 also 
has the other basic properties that a stochastic integral “should” have; for 
instance, it is linear in X. 
4. A REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR THE GENERALIZED WIENER PROCESS 
In [ 1 ] a generalized, not necessarily time-homogeneous Y’( R“)-valued 
Wiener process was introduced, and its importance for the investigation of 
fluctuation limits of infinite particle systems was exhibited (as usual, 
Y’(R’) denotes the Schwartz space of tempered distributions). The defini- 
tion that follows is a slight generalization of that one given in [l]. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let @ be a nuclear space. A centered Gaussian 
@‘-valued process Z = {Z, : t E R + } is called a generalized Wiener process 
if it has continuous trajectories and its covariance functional 
K(t’, f; t”, g) = E(Z,., (S) Z,(g)) has the form 
K(t’, f; f’, 8) = 1;’ A “’ qs(f, g) 4 t’, PER+, f; gE@, (4.1) 
where qS is a continuous H-seminorm on 0 for s E R + , and the function 
s + qS(f, g) is Bore1 measurable, bounded on finite intervals for each 
f, g E @. (Here, as before, qS( ., .) denotes the inner product induced by the 
seminorm qS(. )). 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let @ be a nuclear and barrelled space. Assume that we 
are given 
(a) afunction K: R, x@xR, x@+R, satisfying (4.1): 
(b) a continuous H-seminorm p on @, such that the space QP is 
infinite-dimensional; 
(c) a Wiener process W in @’ associated to p by means of (2.5). 
Then there exists a deterministic process XE A*(p) such that j X dW defined 
in Theorem 3.12 is a generalized Wiener process with the covariance 
functional K. 
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Proof First of all we prove that for any natural n we can find 
continuous H-seminorms u,, u,, on @ such that 
and 
4s G U” for each s <n, (4.2) 
UH i HS &I; (4.3) 
moreover, 
%I~%+1 and U,GUn+l for n e IV. (4.4) 
Let V, = {f E @: qs(f) < 1 } and V” = n,, n V,. The sets V, are closed, 
convex, and balanced, therefore I/” has the same properties. By assump- 
tion, for each f~ Q, we have sup,< n qs(f) = C(f) < co, hence f~ C(f) Y”, 
and this means that V” is absorbing. So we have proved that V” is a 
barrell. 0 is barrelled and multi-Hilbertian, therefore there exists 8” c V”, 
such that p is a closed, convex, and balanced neighbourhood of zero and 
the Minkowski functional of tn, denoted by u,, is an H-seminorm on @ 
(see [ 11 I). We may assume that p + ’ c pn since V” + ’ c V”, hence 
UrI~Vn+l. It is clear that qs < u, for s < n. Finally, 0 is a nuclear space so 
we can find a continuous H-seminorm u, on @, such that u, <HS U, and 
u,<u,+~ for ncN. 
Now, fix a countable set {fi}jc @, dense in QUn for each n. By (4.2) and 
(4.3) it is easy to see that {fi}j is dense in Glz,$ for each s. Since {fi}j is a 
complete system in Gqs, the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure 
can be applied to it, yielding an orthogonal complete system{h;}j in oqr, 
with the property that either qJh,“) = 1 or hi” = 0 (Jo N, s E R+). It can be 
easily verified (induction on j) that this procedure gives 
hj=Ulj(S)fl +U*j(S)f*+ .” +Oj(S)fj, (4.5) 
where ali( for I= 1, 2, . . . . j, j= 1, 2, . . . . are measurable functions of s such 
that if hj” = 0 then a&) = 0 for I= 1,2, . . . . j. 
Let (ejjj be an (infinite) ONB in GP. We will define a process X 
belonging to A*(p). For fixed s, let Y,: Qq, --t !DP be defined by the formula 
(4.6) 
j=l 
If f E 09;- then f = I,? i qs(h,“, f )hJ, so Y, is a well-defined linear con- 
tinuous isometry from Qqs into a,, because, by (4.6), 
P'(YAfH=d(f). (4.7) 
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Let X, = Y:. Then XX: @p6 + @is, so we can treat it as a linear continuous 
mapping A’, : @; --f @‘. Let 5 E 0’; and f~ @. Then, by (4.6), 
x,(t)(f) = t( Ysf) = f qs(h,“, f) &j). 
j= 1 
We must prove that the function s + X,(<)(f) is Bore1 measurable, and to 
this end it suffices to show that s + q,(h,“, f) is measurable for jE N. The 
latter property follows from (4.5), since we have 
Thus we see that X satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 3.3. To 
check the condition (c), let (u,), be those defined in the first part of the 
proof, and let 9, = n. Fix n and denote u, = u, v, = v; then for s < n we have 
by (4.2) and (4.3) (see also (2.2)), 
Lupu= l~,,Ld~:l,u~ II w,q3 l~q’s”lq,u~ Il~q,“llqs” ILI”,~ li”,l”“Y 
because // Y:]lPqr= 1 by (4.7), iySU= ivuiqSv, and lliqrvllqs,v< 1, by (4.2). Hence 
since (4.3) implies that &, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. This finishes the 
proof that X belongs to A’(p). 
Theorem 3.12 ensures the existence of a stochastic integral Z = j X dW 
which is a continuous process in Q’. The process X is deterministic, so Z 
is a centered Gaussian proces. Fix arbitrary t > 0. For each f~ @, by (4.7) 
and by Corollary 3.9, we have 
W:(f)) = j’ p2W:f) ds = j’ P’( Ysf) ds = j; q:(f) ds = K(t, f; t, f ); 
0 0 
therefore Z is a generalized Wiener process with covariance functional K. 
The proof is complete. 1 
The space ,4p(R”) of Coo rapidly decreasing functions on Rd being 
Frechet and hence barrelled [ 111, we obtain the following corollary: 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let W be a standard Y’(Rd)-valued Wiener process, 
i.e., a Wiener process associated to the seminorm p(f) := (j&f’(x) dx)‘j2. 
Each generalized Y’(Rd)-valued Wiener process is equivalent to the process 
J X dWfor some (deterministic) XE A’(p). 
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Remarks. (1) An analogous corollary holds for the distribution space 
9’(Rd), since the space 9( Rd) of Coo functions on Rd with compact sup- 
ports is a strict inductive limit of Frechet spaces, and hence it is barrelled 
ill]. 
(2) Theorem 4.2 yields a new proof of existence of a @‘-valued 
generalized Wiener process with the covariance functional given by (4.1). 
5. RELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT NOTIONS OF STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
As before, we fix a nuclear space @, a multi-Hilbertian space Y, and a 
@‘-valued Wiener process W, associated to a seminorm p. We also fix a 
continuous H-seminorm u on Y. 
In Section 3 we defined ‘YI-valued stochastic integral for each process in 
/1’(p, u). On the other hand, by Theorem 2.3, we know that for any q, such 
that p XHS q, the process W can be viewed as a @b-valued Wiener process, 
so it is possible to consider the isometric YL-valued stochastic integral, 
defined by Metivier for square integrable martingales in Hilbert spaces (see, 
e.g., [lo]). In this section we show that this integral in fact does not 
depend on q and is exactly the same as that one given by Theorem 3.7. 
Fix a continuous H-seminorm q on di such that p<HS q. We shall need 
some new notation and definitions concerning the Metivier stochastic 
integral. 
First of all, the process W being a @b-valued Wiener process, its distribu- 
tion is determined by a nuclear, non-negative, and symmetric operator 
Q: @b + @b such that 
E(q’( W,, 5))* = tq’(QL 5) (5.1) 
for each (E@:, tER,. 
5.1. DEFINITION. By L*(q, U) (abbreviated L*) we will denote the space 
of processes X, the values of which are (possibly unbounded) linear 
operators from @b into VU, with the properties: 
(a) for each (w, t) the domain of X(w, t) contains Q”*(@b); 
(b) for each 5 E @b the YI-valued proces XQ”*(t) is predictable; 
(c) for each (w, t), X(0, t)Q”* is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and 
(5.2) 
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5.2. DEFINITION. By 6;(q, u) (abbreviated $) we will denote the space 
of simple processes of the form 
x= 2 ‘4x ]s,,r,] Bj, (5.3) 
j=l 
where mEN, O<sj<tj, FjgYs,, Bj~2’(@b, Y’:)forj=l,..., m. 
5.3. DEFINITION. By 8(q, U) (abbreviated E) we will denote the 
subspace of L*(q, u), being the closure of G;(q, U) in the norm II.Il.+, defined 
by (5.2). 
For XEB it is possible to define a stochastic integral, which we will 
denote by (M) 1 X dW, giving a linear isometry from (E, Il.II *) into 
A%( Yu:) (see [lo]). 
In order to establish a relation between (M) j X dW and the integral 
j X dW, defined in Section 3, we shall need the following lemma. 
5.4. LEMMA. The operator Qti2 is a linear continuous map from (@b, q’) 
onto (@b, p). 
Proof. Applying (5.1), (2.5), and (2.3), it is easy to see that 
4(Q1'2@,f, Q"2~,kjg)=~(~,f~ k,g) (5.4) 
for each f, g E @. Indeed, we have 
q'(Q "2c+qf, Q1'2cl,k,g)=q'(Qa,k,f, ~$,d 
=E(q'(W,, @,f) 4'(W,T %&,d) 
=E(q(a,'W,,k,f)q(a,'W,,k,g)) 
=E(W,(f) w,(g))=P(fY d=P(kpf&Jg). 
In particular, 
d(Q"2Q,f) = p(f), f E @. (5.5) 
From this we infer that for 5 E @b, Q112c is a linear p-continuous functional 
on CD, because 
Q"'t(f)=q'(Q"'t, ~,k,f)=q'K Q1'2+,f) 
G:'(t) d(Q"2qk,f)=d(5) p(f). 
We have used the fact that Q112 is self-adjoint. We also see that 
P’(Q”~~K~W; 
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therefore we can extend Q”‘[ on QP and treat it as an element of 0;. 
Moreover, Q l’* E qq, q,. 
The proof that Q”’ is a mapping onto @b will be split into two parts. 
First we will show that the image of Q ‘I* is dense in CD;, and then, that the 
image is closed in 0;. 
For any f, g E Q4 we have (writing, for brevity, k, i instead of k,, iP,) 
AK kg) = (Q’cf)Wg) = (&M))(g) 
= q’(ia,kf, aq g) = q’(ia,kcc; ‘apf, aq g). (5.6) 
This and (5.4) (see also (2.1)) imply that 
Q = ia,ka; ‘. (5.7) 
Since i: @L -+ @i is a one to one, linear, bounded operator, the image 
k(@,) of the conjugate operator i’ = k: o4 + CD,, is dense in QP ([3, Lemma 
VI.2.81). The mappings a - ‘, aP are isometries “onto,” so the image of Q is 
dense in @b. Since-Q = Q’/*Q”‘, the image of Q1j2 is dense in @b. 
Now we will prove that Q’/‘(@b) is closed in CDL. We know that 
Q ‘I2 E Y2(@b, CD;); let us write its spectral decomposition 
Q”‘t = C sejq’(t, ej) (5.8) 
for t;E@b, where (ejjj is an orthonormal system in @L, Aj> 0, and 
IQ’/*I i 4 = C A; < co. Formula (5.8) obviously implies that 
Q”*ej = Ajej, Qej = l,?ej. (5.9) 
But we know already that Q1’*: 0; + @b, so eje @L (more precisely, 
eje i(@L)). The system {Ajej}j is an orthonormal system in @L, because by 
(5.4) and (5.9), 
hence 
p’(Aje,, Afe,) =p’(Qej, Qel)=p’(a,kcc;‘ej, a,kcr;‘e,) 
=p(ka; ‘e,, ku;‘e,) = q’(Q”‘ej, Q”*eJ 
= q’(ljej, Ale!) = AjArq’(ej, e,); 
p’(Ajej, A,e,) = q'(ej, eJ = 6~ (5.10) 
(5.11) 
Hence elements of the form 
1 ajljej, 
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where C a; < co, and the series converges in the form p’, constitute a closed 
subspace of @L. By (5.8), Q”* takes values in this subspace. On the other 
hand, the convergence of C a; implies that C ajejE @b, and by (5.8), 
C ajAjej= Q”*(C ujej), so each element of the form (5.11) belongs to 
Qr/*(qib). This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
From this lemma we have immediately 
5.5. COROLLARY. IfA EY*(@~, Yl) then IAQ1’*lqu< lAlpu llQ1’*llqp. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section, given in 
subsequent theorems 5.6 and 5.7. 
5.6. THEOREM. Zf Xe E(q, u) then XE A*(p, u), and 
j-XdW=(M)j-XdW. (5.12) 
Proof: The injection iP4: @h + @b is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, there- 
fore each BE LZ(@b, !P’:), considered on @b, is an element of y2(@L, !I’:). 
Hence each process XE$ (see Definition 5.2) can be treated as a process 
in &I (see (3.1), &r stands for ~$(p, u)), so j X dW exists. Moreover, if XE g2 
then (5.12) holds, since for a simple function both integrals are defined by 
the same formula. Both integrals are isometric mappings into the same 
space, so for a simple process we have 
IIXII n = ll~ll *. (5.13) 
Now, let XEE. There exists a sequence X, E g2 such that 
IIX-Xnll, -+a (5.14) 
(X,), converges also in A* (by (5.13) it satisfies the Gauchy condition in 
A*), so there exists a YE .4* such that 
x,-, Y in A*; (5.15) 
hence the martingales J Y dW and (M) J X dW coincide. 
The theorem will be proved if we show that X and Y are 
indistinguishable in A*. By (5.14), we can find a subsequence (r~~)~ such 
that 
IV--K,)Q”*l~,-0 dt @ dP-a.e. on R, XL& (5.16) 
and from (nk)k we can extract a subsequence (m,),, such that 
w-x?&,-+O dt 0 dP-a.e. on R, x!2, 
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by (5.15). This and Corollary 5.5 yield 
I(Y-J’m,)Q”21~u-,0 dt Q dP-a.e. on R, xsZ, (5.17) 
and (5.16) together with (5.17) imply that 
I(Y-X)Q”*l,,=O dt @ dP-a.e. on R, xIR. 
Fix a pair (t, o) such that this equality holds. By Lemma 5.4, 
Q”‘: @b + @b is an operator onto @b, so X(t, w) = Y(t, w) as operators 
from @b into Y:. Hence X= Y dt @ dP-a.e. on R + x Sz, and this implies 
that 11 Y - X1( n = 0. The proof is complete. [ 
5.7. THEOREM. rf X~/1~(p, u), rhen XE=((P, a), and j XdW= 
(M) f XdW. 
Proof. First we prove that ,42 c L* (see Definition 5.1). Let XE~*. 
Then XQ’I’ is well defined by Lemma 5.4, and it is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator by Corollary 5.5. The same corollary implies 
(5.18) 
hence XE L*. Now, to prove the theorem it is enough to show that XEE, 
since the second part, the equality of integrals, will then follow from 
Theorem 5.6. It suffices to verify that 
c.q c E (5.19) 
Indeed, assume that (5.19) holds, and let XEA~. By Lemma 3.6, there 
exists a sequence (X,),, such that X, E &i, X,, + X in A2. By (5.18), X,, + X 
in L*, too, and since B is closed, XE ,Z. 
Let YE 4, i.e., Y=C I,, ls,,rjl ,, A. where Aj~ .Z2(@b, !PL). To obtain 
(5.19), it suffices to prove that if AE~~(@;, !P:) then there exists a 
sequence (A,),, A,, E 2’( @;, Yk), such that 
IAQ”*-AnQ1’*lqu+O. (5.20) 
Let us consider the spectral decomposition of Q”‘, given by (5.8). Since 
Q’/‘: @b --+ @L is continuous, the series cj Jjejq’(& ej) = Q1’2(<), 5 E @k, 
converges in @b. Hence AQ”2(<) = cj ,ljA(ej) q’(& ej) converges in YV:, 
because ej E @j,, and A: @$, + !Pk is a continuous operator. Let us define 
A, E 2(@&, F#) by the formula 
A,(t) = f A(ej) q’(t, ej), 5 E @b, 
j=l 
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Then 
A,Q"2(<)= i A(e,)q'(Q1/2(<), ej)= f: A(ej) Ajq'((, ej), (5.21) 
j=l j=l 
since q’(Q”‘5, ej) = q’(& Q’12ej) = i1,q’(<, ej), by (5.9). We now complete 
{ej}j to an ONB {eJ}j in @b. New elements of {eJJj correspond to the 
eigenvalue A = 0 of the operator Q”‘. Then, by (5.9) and (5.21), 
IAQ”‘- FI~Q”~(& = 1 u’2(AQ”2(eJ)- A,Q”‘(e()) 
= 1 d2(AQ”‘(ej))= 1 d2(A(ljej)) -+ 0 as n + co, 
j>n jsn 
because A E Y2(@;, Y’:) and {,I,e,}, is an orthonormal system in @b. The 
proof is complete. fi 
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